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Blue Moon, you truly are
fantastic.
MASSIE

LOGLINE
BLUE MOON
A gifted wolf from an arctic realm who pursues her musical goals in the
dream-granting city of Blue Moon must face off with an arctic fox to be
the best “silvertuner”, a magical songwriting career that can guarantee
stardom, unaware that a failed silvertuner may have disastrous plans
for the entire city.

GENRE

BLUE MOON
Fantasy/Musical/Adventure/Animation

PLOT SYNOPSIS

BLUE MOON

Set in an arctic universe where animals have access to unique kinds of magic, this animated feature stars Massie, a wolf who is incredibly gifted with a
songwriting talent. Massie plans to follow in the footsteps of all the animals she has idolized by embarking on a mission to be a music star in the city of
Blue Moon where big dreams can turn to reality. Supported by her loyal friends Vincent the polar bear, a narwhal named Berry and snowy owl Snowy,
Massie sees herself as special, and she is confident that she will find immediate success.
Upon her arrival at Blue Moon, everything seems fine and dandy at first. Massie even meets Rocks, a suave arctic wolf from a different realm who can craft
magical songs in a matter of seconds. Both eventually become each other’s motivation. But with Massie deciding on becoming a silvertuner, the highest
ranked of all music makers, she has to focus on finding the best mentor who can train her so she can be presented to Madam Wolfe, the respected longtime founder of Everbeam Productions who is the one to declare the title to deserving animals. There can only be one silvertuner every decade. Rock has a
dream of his own to build a jazz café, so Massie parts ways with him for a while.
Things aren’t so easy for Massie, especially with an arctic fox named Issa entering the picture. With foxes being the usually untalented type within the
arctic realm, Issa’s songwriting gift is once in a blue moon. Issa is Massie’s direct competition, as she’s also going for the same goal – to be a silvertuner.
Luckily, things may change for the better, as a grumpy old crow named Casta is willing to take them in as her protégés.
As Massie and Issa try to best each other during their training sessions, dark forces are upon the city and the entire arctic realm. Madam Wolfe has been
secretly harboring hatred towards all the successful animals and also young dreamers like Massie and Issa. Still unwilling to accept her past failure of
becoming the best silvertuner there ever was, she launches a plan to destroy the city’s dreamers using a dark silvertune from an old songbook that can
permanently kill any form of magic.
With their dreams and the entire city in jeopardy, Massie and Issa must unite to restore Blue Moon by composing a magical music of their own with the
help of Casta, who was previously unaware of Madam Wolfe’s intentions, and later Rocks. Massie’s friends from back home have also come to her aid.
Massie and Issa’s song quickly makes rounds all over the radio and the city, defeating Madam Wolfe’s powers. She leaves the city in humiliation, never to
be seen again.
The film concludes with Massie and Issa establishing a friendship based on mutual appreciation for each other. Both learn that wolves and foxes are meant
to be best friends, that there should be no competition when it comes to pursuing their dreams, and that they can rewrite the rules and invent a new era
where there can be more than one silvertuner in a single decade. Eventually, they become a duo and regularly perform at Rocks’s jazz café. Massie also
joins Snowy, Vincent and Berry in building a circus of talent for all animals to showcase their magical skills. Thanks to them, Blue Moon is once again a
happy place for dreamers.

ADAPTATION

BLUE MOON
Blue Moon is an adaptation of Wicked and La La Land but set in a
magical arctic universe with musical animals. With both the Gregory
Maguire book and the Broadway version of Wicked being an
adaptation of the classic L. Frank Baum story The Wizard of Oz,
Wicked is more fitting for the plot of the film, especially with the
story being an Oz prequel that explores Glinda and Elphaba’s
unexpected friendship in the past. Both have been changed "For
Good” through their moments together, and that is reflected with
Massie and Issa’s “nemesis turned ally” trajectory. Rocks is inspired
by Ryan Gosling’s La La Land character.

STYLE AND TONE

BLUE MOON
Tone wise, this film will be jazzy and whimsical
like the 1993 animated feature Cats Don’t Dance
and 1970’s The Aristocats. The style of
animation and background resembles both
movies as well as Balto, and Massie’s home will
look like the Balto sequel Wolf Quest with
stunning shots of the icy wilderness with aurora
lights and winter-like surroundings.

TARGET AUDIENCES

BLUE MOON
This film is targeted towards audiences of all
ages featuring whimsical anthropomorphic
animals in a magical arctic world. It’s rated PG
for brief dark sequences with Madam
Wolfe plotting Blue Moon’s destruction.

MORAL OF THE STORY

BLUE MOON
Animals in children’s literature and media have the
ability to both entertain and educate, teaching important
lessons about life, companionship and how peace and
understanding can create a more welcoming world. With
Massie and Issa’s story, young viewers are able to learn
impactful messages, specifically the power of friendship,
diversity, setting aside differences and working together
to form an inclusive community.

WORLD BUILDING

BLUE MOON
In the creation of this magical arctic universe called Rum and the city of Blue Moon,
high imagination is used to let the characters explore freely as they go after their
dreams and also adopt new perspectives. There will be fantastical musical numbers,
including Massie and Rocks’s introduction, and Massie undergoes a transformation
when she realizes she needs Issa as an ally to stop Madam Wolfe’s evil ways.
Blue Moon is constructed to be a Hollywood-like place with Everbeam Productions
being the ultimate dream machine that draws animals from different parts of the arctic
realm to it as the platform to launch their career.
Rum is a universe where animals have magic within, which builds a bond among them,
enabling them to relate to one another like Massie with Snowy, Berry and Vincent,
thus contributing to diversity. Massie has the gift of music, Vincent can make snow
fall on any given day, Berry can walk on land and Snowy can conjure wing-shaped
umbrellas in times of heavy rain.

CHARACTER PROFILES

BLUE MOON

MASSIE
Massie is a young wolf who is very determined and focused on her goals.
She is full of confidence, and “Dream Big” is always her motto. Blessed
with the gift of songwriting, Massie has the willingness to make the most of
it and sets off for Blue Moon City to train to become a silvertuner. Her
world is turned upside down when she finds out Issa, a fox who is not
supposed to be talented, has the exact same gift as her and vies for the same
spot, and there can only be one every decade as per the rule made by
Madam Wolfe and her predecessors. Massie later discovers actual magic in
Issa’s friendship, especially when she finds out about Madam Wolfe’s
sinister plan for the entire city. By working on a solution together with Issa,
there’s character growth in Massie as she learns that there need not be any
competition between them and that two or more silvertuners are better than
one.

ISSA
Issa is very grateful for her songwriting gift. Foxes are considered
untalented compared to other arctic animals, but Issa always believes the
best in everyone. She comes to Blue Moon City full of dreams. While other
animals look down on her based on assumptions, she is undeterred and
remains motivated to reach her goals. When she meets Massie, Issa actually
wants to be friends with her, but Massie is too vain at the time, thinking she
is more worthy of the title. Her brief interactions with Rocks make Massie
jealous of her, thinking she has a crush on him when he is Massie’s dream
beau. Issa finally finds a common ground with Massie when she is able to
convince her of Madam Wolfe’s evil intentions to strip everyone off their
magic. She shows growth in the form of increased maturity as she accepts
Massie’s desire for friendship.

MADAM WOLFE
Fierce and respected, Madam Wolfe has carved out a name for herself as
the founder of Everbeam Productions at the heart of Blue Moon. She has a
mission to continue the tradition of naming the next talented group of
dreamers, and her main focus is on crowning the newest silvertuner of the
decade. Behind her public persona, she harbors a hatred for these
youngsters, as she was once a failure in achieving her own dream of
becoming a silvertuner, working behind the scenes instead. It is finally her
time to plan a revenge by destroying these new dreamers and their magic,
including Massie and Issa. Although she is the unexpected villain, she was
truly a “victim” of her time and old traditions.

ROCKS
Rocks is suave, jazzy and lighthearted. He is highly passionate about his
dream of starting his own café at Blue Moon. He gets the same energy from
Massie upon meeting her, which makes them both click right away. While
the opportunity for romance is there, both know earlier on that they are
only meant to be each other’s inspirations for the time being. But they will
always remain friends. Rocks later comes to Massie and Issa’s aid in
defeating Madam Wolfe.

CASTA
Tough, grumpy and sarcastic, Casta doesn’t come across as approachable.
As far as she is concerned, her top priority is her duty as a mentor and a
coach. But underneath the façade, she demonstrates care for Massie and
Issa, constantly reminding them to stay well, healthy and not munch on too
much snacks if they want to keep their voices and performance skills at
their best.

SILVERTUNES:
THE MUSIC OF BLUE MOON
Out of all the
magic featured in the movie, songwriting and performing are viewed as the most
important at Blue Moon, and any animal with a musical gift is considered
special, mostly arctic wolves. The concept for the movie was greatly inspired
by the jazz standard “Blue Moon”, which gave the city its name. “Blue Moon” also
reflects Massie and Issa’s once in a blue moon talent, and when applied to the
film’s main theme about friendship, the lyrics ‘Blue moon, you knew just what I
was there for, you heard me saying a prayer for someone I really could care for’
would be fitting for Massie and Issa as they finally learn to value each
other’s company. Original whimsical music will also be written.
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VISUALS
An early digital sketch of Massie
Blue Moon City Concept Art
Inspirational photo of an arctic wolf from
animals.net

BLUE MOON
SCREENPLAY
The first ten pages of the screenplay are available at
http://cappuccinowithjules.com/2020/05/06/blue-moon-screenplay/ and as a
PDF document.

BLUE MOON
MORE ARCTIC MAGIC IN THE WORKS
Storybooks
Nintendo Switch Game
Soundtrack Album
DVD/Blu-Ray
Animal Figure Set

